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PRIOR TO SMF EA LTD  
 Stromme Foundation(SF) was active in East Africa as an NGO in Education and 

Microfinance interventions 

 Microfinance interventions were started( 1998)- Company limited by guarantee- 
Owned by SF:  

 Supported a number of small and emerging MFI’s and Sacco's through loans, 
guarantees and Equity placements to be able to provide financial services to the 
poor 

 Some of these MFIs have grown because of prior support- e.g. PRIDE- Uganda, 
Finance Trust Bank( formerly Uganda Women's Finance Trust), HOFOKAM, 
UGAFODE, YETU Plc( formerly YOSEFO), e.t.c 

 Decision was taken to professionalize Microfinance Operations( 2004)-several 
challenges existed( including poor portfolio quality- Some partners failed to pay their 
loans) 
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SMF EA LTD as shareholding Company 

 Incorporated 2004(Purpose:  Professionalism, Upgrade expertise, 
Attract new donors and Shareholders, improve systems, loan 
evaluation processes, documentation) 

 Incorporated in Uganda, but also operates in Kenya and 
Tanzania(with Authorizations from respective countries)  

 owned by: 

1. Stromme Microfinance AS in Norway,   

2. Stromme Foundation Regional Office in East Africa,  

3. Solidarite Internationale pour le Developpementet l’Investissement (SIDI) in 
France  

4. Catholic Organization for Relief and Development Aid (Cordaid) in Netherlands 
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VISION AND MISSION 

 

 
 

Vision Statement  

     

 

 

“A World Free from Poverty” 

 

Mission Statement  

   

 

"To provide on a sustainable basis, 

market  responsive financial services and 

capacity building support to financial and 

business service providers to enhance 

access to financial services by the 

enterprising poor in the East African 

region”. 
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Governance and Management 

 Corporate governance framework in place 

 An effective independent board- comprising of a majority of non-
executive directors. 

 Strong structure: Management Team Headed by the CEO 
supported by 2 departmental Heads i.e. Operations Manager and 
Finance Manager. 

 Strong systems, policies, strong internal controls that are 
monitored 

 Strategic direction and plan that’s envisioned by the Board 
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SMF EA Ltd- Benefits of Legal Profile and Governance 

 Raising Equity( SIDI, Cordaid, SF) 

 Debt funding 

 Professional Board(representation from Shareholders and 
Independent Board members)- with a lot of Expertise and different 
skills 

 Fitting into the available legal framework- Currently as a money 
lending institution- Effective 30th November 2017- to be regulated 
under Tier-IV  Microfinance Institutions and Money lenders Act 
2016 
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Stromme Performance at glance 
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PRODUCTS and SERVICES 
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“Products are demand driven” 

Loan Products 

•Institutional Business Loans 

•Institutional Housing MF Loans 

•Institutional Development Loans 

•Institutional Agriculture Loan  
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   Basis for Products 

 Should have a social benefit to end clients e.g. 

 Improved livelihoods of the poor through assess to financed to 
have decent housing 

 Minimizing health related dangers associated with poor shelter 

 Address food security challenges – through Agriculture loan 

 Job creation, say targeting women and youth- though the 
business loan product 

 Products should help to contribute to address needs of the poor in 
East African region( income generation, shelter, food security, job 
creation, school fees, e.t.c)  
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  Added Value through other Services 
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Different Capacity building/ Technical support services 
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Going beyond simple financial transactions: 

 On site and Offsite technical support(As part of monitoring the 
partner progress) 

 Lobby and Advocacy- Though Network institutions in the region- 
AMFIU, AMFI, TAMFI, and others- e.g. MFI regulatory issues- 
Stromme a member of the committees 

 Coordination with other funders for joint support- (Systems, 
Trainings, Exposure, Governance and Management. etc.)- very 
interested in Partner growth and development 

 Enforcing microfinance best practices in Partners engaged- Self 
regulation/ supervision 

  Supporting MFIs to be innovative in products and service delivery 
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Business Model 

 Partnership model: MFIs and Sacco's aligned to SMF EA 
Ltd mission 

  Currently diversifying to SME’s, Producer organizations, 
and cooperatives( involved in agriculture)  and social 
enterprises 

 Combines both funding and capacity building 
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Stromme success: 

 The Company has a strong  Board 

 Professional and experienced staff(capable of offering guidance to partner 
institutions)- All staff have worked in MFI’s before. 

 Strong focus on Mission while  engaging partnerships 

 Going beyond simple financial transactions wit partners through Capacity 
building interventions 

 Mentoring and coaching program/exposure visits- peer learning 

 Strategic alliances and partnerships- SIDI, CORDAID, KOLIBRI, SF Centenary 
Bank and other Wholesale lenders in the region 

 Understanding needs of MFI’s in the region- Target is mainly Small and 
Emerging category(<= USD 10 million in assets) 

 Ensuring added value to each partner engaged 
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Stromme success: 

 Being a locally based institution- Understanding of local context, 
closeness to partners, local funding. 

 Focus on Social Performance( SP) 

 Partners trained to ensure SP practices- “2 staff Certified SP auditors” 

 Due diligence involves use of SPI4 tool and giving feedback to 
partner on findings/ action plans 

 SMF EA Ltd has a Board SP committee  

 SMF EA Ltd has developed social indicators with support from SIDI 
(Fonds de dotation ACTES)and CERISE 
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Stromme Challenges:  

 Regulation: Wholesale lenders are not regulated- Operations can only 
fall within the existing legal framework 

  Fundraising:  

 A number of funders have not yet appreciated apexes- they consider them risky 
due to regulatory issues; kind of partners supported, etc. 

 Local Fundraising challenges- Very high rates- taken to be like an MFI and not as 
a lending vehicle 

 Foreign funders: prefer funding in Forex(Current hedging options are quite 
expensive) 

 Capacity building of MFI’s- Grant funding challenging 

 Partner related challenges- Weak governance and Management, 
systems   
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Stromme Challenges:  
 

 Offshore funders: Only targeting Tier 1-3: Who will support Tier 4? 
Even those in Tier 1-3  were once supported to grow to current levels. 
Stromme is a Vehicle that can be supported to continue the good 
work. 

 

 Donor and Funders coordination: A lot of duplication in the region 
without any proper coordination. Even when funding the same 
partners!- There is urgent need for coordination to grow the next level 
MFI’s. 
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    END 

 

 

Website: http://stromme-mfea.com/ 
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